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Like the Tangent’s other radio and speaker products, the 2go series from Tangent has been 

known for its sublime sound quality and great user-friendliness. Both of these characteristics 

are also clearly reflected in the two new products DAB2go + and DAB2go Junior. In addition, 

the two new models are distinguished by a tasteful design that fully live up to the best Danish 

traditions.  

 

Six hours of freedom 
Both Tangent DAB2go + and Tangent DAB2go Junior are equipped with a handy handle that 

makes the radios easy to take on a trip or out in the garden. While the junior version in the 

free is powered by 4 pieces of AA batteries, DAB2go + is equipped with a rechargeable battery 

providing up to 6 hours of playing time. To further optimize the music experience and get a 

sound image that matches the individual's taste, it is possible to choose between 8 pre-

programmed audio settings on the DAB2go+ radio.  

 

Also acts as Bluetooth speaker 
It is not only radio that DAB2go+ and DAB2go Junior masters. Both products are equipped with 

Bluetooth and can therefore act as quality speakers for streaming music from your Bluetooth 

enabled devices.  

 

About Tangent 
Tangent have for more than 20 years applied harmony and design to a wide range of highly 

popular audio products. 

  

Over the years Tangent have demonstrated over and over again that it is possible to stay 

at the forefront of both technological developments and design trends. And still be 



uncompromising when it comes to quality.  

  

What sound is concerned, we never leave anything to chance. Or for the bits and bytes. 

Instead, our experienced acousticians is your guarantee that every Tangent product delivers a 

crystal clear and authentic reproduction of your favourite music. 
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